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The Digital Platform Architecture for the Future of Healthcare

b.well® Connected Health

Founded in 2015, b.well Connected Health is a leading 
innovative technology company, helping transform overly 
complex, fragmented healthcare into a simple, on-demand 
experience that puts patients at the center of the equation —
and wins their hearts and loyalty.

As a leading voice in consumer-directed interoperability, 
b.well’s digital transformation platform seamlessly combines a 
consumer’s comprehensive data set bi-directionally with core 
systems to unlock a full 360° view and deliver timely and 
relevant personalized communications, down to an n = 1.

Clients include MedStar Health, ThedaCare, UnityPoint Health, 
Walgreens, and other leading health systems, plans and 
employers.

Kristen Valdes,
Founder and CEO, b.well Connected Health
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InterSystems, a leading interoperability vendor, provides Clean, 
Healthy Data for Innovation, Insight, and Better Care

Technical: Our technology supports the FHIR server, security 
layer, Interoperability, CDS Hooks, CQL, consent and analytics. 
Member 360-platform.

Use Cases
PDeX: PlanNet, PDeX:Pharmacy, PDeX (Payer to Payer), DEQM, 
Prior Authorization (3 Implementation Guides)
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Who is Smile CDR?
Smile CDR is a health information technology company. Globally, 
we support the healthcare industry by providing a proven data 
and integration platform. Our solutions help organizations adopt 
open standards that support an intelligent flow of data, boost 
efficiency, reduce costs and generate new value.

Our Customers
We are preparing healthcare providers, payers, researchers and 
life sciences organizations for a connected future beyond legacy 
systems that adds new value through intelligent use of 
information and ultimately delivers better patient outcomes.

Our Offering
Our enterprise-grade open framework enables collaboration. It 
allows organizations to ingest, transform, store, enrich, analyze, 
aggregate and meaningfully share the health information that 
powers digital transformation.

#ChooseOpenStandards

#BetterGlobalHealth

Duncan Weatherston,
Co-Founder & CEO, Smile CDR
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